
One Click 921 

Chapter 921: The whole city bows down 

Su Lang gave full authority to the avatar to open the shop. 

These avatars have high intelligence and experience in opening a shop. Opening a ‘Exchange House 

Franchise Shop’ is a trivial matter. 

After leaving the avatar incarnation to open the shop. 

Su Lang's consciousness returned to the deity in Chaoshan City. 

It just so happened that Xuan'ao Wuxian had already cleaned up the Six Dao Xian Clan warriors in the 

whole mountain-winding city, and was outside the door, waiting for Su Lang to meet him. 

"come in." 

Su Lang said lightly. 

"Master Langdi!" 

Xuan Ao Wuxian entered the quiet room, knelt in front of Su Lang, and said with some excitement, 

"Should we strike while the iron is hot, pursue the victory and destroy the Six Dao Immortals in one fell 

swoop?" 

He was fed up with the shame brought by the Six Dao Immortals. 

At this moment, as soon as he turned over, he immediately wanted to strangle the Six Dao Immortals to 

death. 

"Do not!" 

"The Six Dao Immortal Clan has a huge area, and with many martial sage forces, it is even greater." 

"Liu Bei, Liu Ming and other Wuxians have all died, the people of the Liu Dao Xian Clan must have known 

it, maybe they have already begun to flee at this time." 

"We don't know how or where they flee, so no matter how fast they move, they cannot be wiped out in 

an instant." 

"Therefore, it will take a long time to completely eliminate the Six Dao Immortal Clan, so there is no 

need to rush for a while." 

"Furthermore, once Luoqu Wuxian dies, Emperor Luoyou will definitely send someone over. This time he 

is a real strong man!" 

"At this moment, it's not a good time to deal with the Six Dao Immortals." 

"When I deal with Emperor Luoyou, where can the Liudao Immortal Clan go there?" 

Su Lang shook his head and analyzed, Xuan Ao Wuxian suddenly lowered his head in shame. 

"Go ahead." 
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"Assemble everyone, we will return to Xuanyu Fairy City." 

"In addition, in order to prevent Emperor Luoyou from going crazy, send people to massacre the 

Xuanyuxian martial artists. 

You contact Wuxian Xuanyue and ask him to summon all the warriors of the clan, erect walls to clear the 

land, and enter Xuanyuxian City for refuge. " 

Su Lang gave the order at once, and he already had a lot of experience after going through the large-

scale war with the Slaughter Sky Tower. 

In order to concentrate on dealing with Emperor Luoyou Wu, the rear area must be protected first. 

"Yes!" 

Xuan Ao Wuxian respectfully took his life, and then retreated. 

Not long. 

Chu Xiaobei and others all gathered beside Su Lang. 

"Space rules!" 

With a thought in Su Lang, a large number of spatial grids emerged, forming a black hole channel. 

"let's go!" 

With a big wave of his hand, Su Lang led Chu Xiaobei, Xuan Ao, Yu Hu and others to leave the deadly 

mountain-winding city. 

at the same time. 

Xuanyu Fairy City. 

A spatial channel appeared in the air. 

Countless Xuanyu fairy clan warriors looked up and suddenly found the figures of Su Lang and others. 

As a result, the entire Xuanyu Fairy City was like a big pot, boiling instantly! 

"The mysterious emperor is back!" 

"Master Chu Xiaobei, they are all back!" 

"Master Xuan'ao and Master Yu Hu are back too, great!" 

"We have won, we have completely defeated the Six Dao Immortals, hahahaha!" 

"All of this is the credit of the adults from the mysterious emperor. If it weren't for him, our Xuanyu 

Fairy Clan would be finished sooner or later!" 

"I will wait and thank this lord, he is the lifesaver of our Xuanyu Fairy Clan!" 

"..." 



In less than a day, he conquered the lost ground of the Xuanyu Fairy Clan. 

He also killed all the martial immortals of the Six Dao Immortal Clan, leaving them in name only. In 

retrospect, it was like a dream. 

Some of the warriors in Xuanyu Fairy City were dumbfounded, dumbfounded, some shouted loudly, and 

some talked. 

But more, it is a warrior who is so excited that he is speechless! 

Wuxian Xuanyue, who had heard the news, knelt in the void a long way away, bowing to Su Lang three 

times and nine times, with tears on his face. 

God knows how much pressure he endured after letting Chu Xiaobei go. 

Whether it was from the Luoyou Emperor clan, from the Liudaoxian clan, or from the opposition within 

the clan, he couldn't breathe. 

At this moment. 

Although Emperor Luoyou still overlooked the Xuanyu Immortal Clan from above, the urgent need of 

the Six Dao Immortal Clan has been resolved. 

Two of the three major worries were gone, and Xuanyu Wuxian finally breathed a sigh of relief! 

Looking at the Xuanyu Fairy City surrendered at his feet, Su Lang smiled faintly. 

Chapter 922: Not enough words 

"Six Dao Immortal Clan has been destroyed." 

"But the Emperor Luoyou is still weighing on everyone." 

"Next, with the Xuanyu Immortal Clan's desire for Taoism and the hatred towards Luo You, I will go to 

the Luoyou Emperor Clan and kill Emperor Luoyou Wu!" 

Su Lang threw out his goal and left everyone's sight with a bright smile. 

"Kill Emperor Luo Youwu!!" 

"Oh my God, you want to kill Emperor Luo Youwu!" 

"The mysterious lord from the imperial clan is actually a real Wudi!" 

"I'm waiting for Emperor Wu to take pity, revenge for us, and seek for the truth for us. It's really an 

unprecedented opportunity!" 

"..." 

Su Lang is gone, but Xuanyu Fairy City is still boiling. 

The other side. 

Su Lang received Xuan Yue Wuxian, accepted his kneeling again, and let him go to work with Xuan Ao 

Wuxian. 
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By Su Lang's side, Chu Xiaobei was left alone. 

"Su Lang." 

"Is it really sure?" 

The next step was to face the Luoyou Emperor. Even if Chu Xiaobei had liked Su Lang's constant 

miracles, she was still a little worried. 

Without him, the Emperor Clan is really terrifying. 

An emperor has suppressed a land for six to seven million years! 

Over such a long period of time, the creatures have reproduced from generation to generation. I don't 

know how many creatures live and die like ants. 

But the imperial clan is still immortal! 

That long-lasting sense of history has made countless creatures dare not offend. 

The concept of imperial invincibility was engraved in the minds of most people in Canglan Continent. 

Chu Xiaobei believed that Su Lang had the ability to kill Emperor Wu, and he was amazed by it. 

But when things came, she couldn't help but worry a little. 

"Do not worry." 

"I will definitely kill Emperor Wuyou Luo." 

"Even if there is an accident and I can't kill him, nothing will happen to me." 

Su Lang patted Chu Xiaobei on the head, gently relieved. 

"Then, you must pay attention to safety." 

Chu Xiaobei nodded earnestly, like a little daughter-in-law sending her husband out. 

"I will." 

Su Lang smiled brilliantly. 

Next. 

Su Lang continued to prepare for the war. 

The first is to set up an emperor-level defensive formation for Xuanyu Fairy City. 

Then all the nearly 3 billion treasure hunting flying flying gliders were released to act as scouts to ensure 

the safety of the rear. 

Immediately afterwards, Su Lang began to study the formation. 

He wants to combine the lightning, gold, and space formations newly obtained from Qingyou City to 

create a more terrifying emperor-level formation. 



It didn't take much time to combine several emperor-level formations with Su Lang's formation skills in 

the Primordial Realm. 

after an hour. 

The brand-new offensive combined imperial formation appeared in Su Lang's mind. 

This formation was named the "Three Kills Prison Emperor Formation" by Su Lang. It was a very 

powerful formation. 

Its power has reached the real Rank 4 Wudi level, higher than the level of the Five Elements United 

Emperor Formation! 

"According to Emperor Wulian's statement." 

"Emperor Luo You Wu hasn't broken through to Rank 4, and he is currently Emperor Wu of Rank 3." 

"This set of Three Kills Prison Emperor Formation is enough, and if one set is not enough, I will give him 

two sets!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, giving a hint of playfulness. 

And at this moment. 

His expression changed suddenly. 

"come yet!?" 

Su Lang closed his eyes, using perception sharing, and a scene appeared before his eyes. 

I saw a large amount of light emitting from a teleportation formation on the outskirts of Xuanyu Fairy 

City. 

An old man covered in black robe walked out of the teleportation formation, rose up into the sky, and 

came towards Xuanyu Immortal City. 

He had the racial characteristics of the Luoyou Emperor Clan, and he could tell at a glance that he was a 

member of the Luoyou Emperor Clan. 

"Sure enough, it is the quasi emperor." 

"It seems that Emperor Luo Youwu still didn't realize what kind of opponent he was facing." 

"I want to think about it. The Xuanyu Immortal Clan is originally a force under the Luoyou Emperor Clan, 

and other Wudi forces will not rush in." 

"So, in the eyes of Emperor Luoyou Wu, it is basically impossible for the Xuanyu Immortal Clan to be 

supported by the emperor. Since it is not an emperor, it is more than enough to send a quasi emperor." 

"But is it more than enough, haha!" 

Su Lang thought about it, and then sneered, waiting for the quasi emperor to come and die. 

Just then. 



The black robe quasi-emperor had already arrived not far from Xuanyu Immortal City. 

Chapter 923: Heipao Zhundi is extremely embarrassed 

"Where is Xuan Yue Wuxian?" 

"Hurry up and get out and bow down to the deity?" 

The Black-robed Emperor Wu made a loud roar and his voice was earth-shaking. Many birds and beasts 

in the wild were shocked to death by him. 

However, no one paid attention to him. 

Because the entire Xuanyu fairy city was guarded by the emperor-level formation. 

Not to mention the sound, even if the black robe Wudi tried desperately, it would not help at all. 

After yelling, no response was received. 

This black-robed Zhundi from Luoyou Emperor Clan was extremely embarrassed. 

Immediately after. 

His heart burned with raging anger. 

"Damn it." 

"I am still aloof among the imperial clan." 

"Most people see me, they have to kneel and call their ancestors." 

"But this little fairy clan dare to ignore me, it's really unreasonable." 

"Lord Luo Youwu asked me to do things cheaply, then I will razed this Profound Jade City to the ground!" 

The black robe quasi-emperor's face was sinking like water, and his body was murderous. 

I saw a horrible palm condensed, covering the entire sky of Xuanyu Fairy City! 

This hand with astonishing momentum instantly slapped on the defensive formation of Xuanyu Fairy 

City. 

however. 

A blow that seemed to ruin the world, but it was like a fart on the stone, and even the dust could not be 

raised. 

"Wh...what!?" 

"My heaven and earth palms have not broken the formation of a small fairy city, how is it possible!?" 

Heipao Zhundi's eyes were bulging, and he only felt that he had hallucinations. 

He is a quasi emperor, an invincible existence under Emperor Wu. 
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That terrifying world is in the palm of your hand, and it can easily destroy a land with a radius of 

hundreds of thousands of miles! 

However, what is the situation now? 

Such a powerful attack, even the ripples of other people's protective formations could not be set off! 

"Could it be... the imperial defense formation!?" 

Heipao Zhundi took a deep breath, carefully looked at the protective formation of Xuanyu Fairy City, and 

then trembled like thunder. 

He was not good at formations, so at first he didn't see that the formation of this small city was an 

emperor-level formation. 

But at this time, I used all my mental energy to look at it, and I saw it immediately! 

"how could it be possible!" 

"A mere fairy clan can actually have an emperor-level formation defense!?" 

"You know, even the huge Luoyou Emperor Clan has only four emperor-level formations!" 

Heipao Zhundi opened his mouth wide and couldn't believe his eyes. 

Simultaneously. 

He also felt something bad in his heart. 

I originally thought that it was only an unknown emperor who helped Xuanyuxian clan fight back against 

Liudaoxian clan. 

With his three million years of accumulation in Emperor Zhun, and with the means bestowed by 

Emperor Luo Youwu, he should be able to handle the opponent easily. 

But now it seems that helping the people of Xuanyu Fairy Clan is not easy! 

Although the opponent could not be Emperor Wu, the quasi-emperor who was able to set up an 

emperor-level formation was almost half the Emperor Wu. 

Such a character can be regarded as a guest even among the great emperors! 

That status is almost higher than his veteran Zhundi! 

"No wonder the other party dared to provoke my Luoyou Emperor Clan!" 

"Now, what should I do, should I temporarily retreat to report to Emperor Wu, or use the means given 

by Emperor Wu to try to destroy this formation?" 

Heipao Zhundi frowned and fell into entanglement. 

He carefully figured out the choice Luo Youwu Emperor would make. 

First, kill the opponent directly regardless of their identity or origin. 



The second is to give up Chu Xiaobei's capital to become an emperor, and turn the other party into a 

jade silk. 

"No matter what the origin of the other party, they were the first to intervene." 

"Therefore, Emperor Luoyou Wu will never give in. This is not only about the wealth of Emperor Wu, but 

also the dignity of Emperor Wu!" 

"If I retreat in a desperate way, I will definitely welcome the anger of Lord Wu." 

"The opponent is just a quasi-emperor who can arrange an emperor-level formation. Once the 

formation is cracked, he will be a toothless tiger, let me kill him." 

Thinking of this, Heipao Zhundi already knew what to do. 

"Appear!" 

The black robe Zhundi whispered, a black illusory bead emerged, with a trace of faint thoughts entwined 

on it. 

This bead was the weapon of Emperor Zhun in the black robe, but it was filled with a casual blow from 

Emperor Wu You, which was very scary. 

"Let me see how sacred you are!" 

The black robe Wudi narrowed his eyes and launched an attack in the next moment. 

But at this moment. 

Heipao Zhundi suddenly felt the world shake. 

The sky turned purple in an instant, the earth turned golden in an instant, and the world was covered 

with countless black twisted cracks! 

Chapter 924: Kill the black robe quasi emperor 

"How is this going!?" 

Hei Pao Zhundi was stunned at once. 

He felt very violent spatial fluctuations, violent and distorted rules of lightning, and the rules of gold that 

would slash oneself with a thousand swords! 

Not only that, Hei Pao Zhundi also found that he was completely disconnected from the outside world. 

He is now in an independent space! 

A sense of life-and-death crisis came from all directions! 

"This is the trapped killing array in the space!!" 

"This type of formation shouldn't only be available in the Qingyou Emperor Realm!?" 

"How come, why did you suddenly appear here, is it the Qingyou Emperor Clan who helped the Xuanyu 

Immortal Clan!?" 
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The Heipao Zhundi was shocked, terrified and terrified, and at the same time felt incredible. 

at the same time. 

In the Xuanyu Fairy City. 

Su Lang curled his lips helplessly. 

This three-kill prisoner emperor formation was originally prepared for Emperor Luo Youwu. 

To deal with this black robe quasi-emperor, Su Lang only planned to use the sword energy conceived by 

the Slaughter Sky scabbard. 

But what I didn't expect was that the emperor Zhun who came to the door actually brought the 

emperor-level means bestowed by Emperor Luo Youwu. 

As a result, Su Lang could only use the Three Kill Prison Emperor Formation. 

This made him quite uncomfortable with being forced to use a sledgehammer. 

"My emperor-level methods are still too single." 

With a sigh, Su Lang stared at the black-robed Zhundi in the Three Killing Prison Emperor Formation. 

With a thought, the hundred subordinate Xianyuan was immediately sucked up by the formation. 

Simultaneously. 

The Three Killing Prison Emperor Array also launched a terrifying attack! 

I saw that in the independent three-kill prison space, countless golden sword blades suddenly rose on 

the golden ground, densely packed! 

In the purple sky, countless purple thunder dragons suddenly landed! 

Golden thunder strikes and complements each other, and the power becomes more terrifying! 

Not only that. 

A large number of space blades were also condensed between the heavens and the earth, with violent 

space power, piercing towards the black robe quasi emperor! 

"Do not!!" 

Heipao Zhundi only felt that a life and death crisis had come to him, and could not help showing despair, 

and shouted wildly. 

But he also knew that screaming could not help, so he immediately urged the quasi-imperial soldier in 

his hand! 

The quasi-emperor soldier who looked like a pearl suddenly burst out with a fierce light. 

A black shadow sprayed out of it, sweeping all around with imperial power! 

This black shadow seems to have weak intelligence, and it can automatically defend against enemies 

without the control of the black robe quasi-emperor. 



It hovered around the black robe quasi-emperor, constantly resisting the attacks from the surrounding 

area, and it actually blocked a lot. 

however. 

The reason why this black shadow was able to resist for a while was entirely because Su Lang didn't give 

much energy to the formation, and he could not fully display the power of the formation. 

What's more, it's just rootless duckweed after all, although it can block it for a while, it is constantly 

being consumed. 

I saw countless thunder and lightning falling from the sky, like a waterfall scouring down, forming an 

endless thunder field on countless golden knives. 

Heads of thunder dragon rushed out of the thunder domain and rushed to the black robe quasi emperor 

fiercely. 

Even more undefeatable spatial cracks surfaced from time to time, and if the black robe Zhundi couldn't 

dodge, he would suffer a terrifying attack. 

"It's over, I'm over!!" 

"Master of Qingyou Emperor Realm, I know I was wrong, please let me go!" 

The black robe Zhundi was like an ant in the storm, his face pale and shaky, his eyes full of despair. 

He is not reconciled. 

He is the quasi emperor of the Luoyou Emperor Clan! 

He controls countless wealth, power, and beauty, and is the figure at the top of the Canglan Continent. 

He hasn't enjoyed enough yet! 

If he knew all this early, even if he risked rebelling against Emperor Wu, he would never come to 

provoke Su Lang. 

But everything is too late. 

The Three Killing Prison Emperor Formation will not disappear because of the unwillingness and regret 

of the Black Robe Zhun Emperor. 

Su Lang is even more unlikely to let him go! 

After a dozen breaths. 

The shadow protecting the black robe Zhundi was completely wiped out. 

This old man who rushed over to look for trouble was completely exposed in the three-kill prisoner 

formation. 

The next moment. 



Countless thunder and lightning, golden blades, and space cracks all rushed, and directly flooded the 

black robe quasi emperor! 

Hei Pao Zhundi didn't even have time to scream, he just belched. 

"Ding! You get the soul of high-level martial arts*1, the guide of space*1, the regular fairy crystal*1, the 

quasi-emperor soldier Molian Taiyizhu*1, the best fairy jade*112834586, the top-grade fairy 

jade*133648574... ...Xian-level refining materials...Holy refining materials..." 

Chapter 925: Decompose quasi-imperial soldiers 

"You should be glad you died so happy." 

"Compared to those in Luoqu Wuxian, you are really lucky." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth raised slightly, and he waved his hand to use one-key decomposition, and 

the Three Kill Prison Emperor Formation immediately decomposed into various materials and returned 

to the storage space. 

"Killing this quasi emperor, the harvest is pretty good!" 

"There are more than 100 million top-grade immortal jade, and more than 100 million top-grade 

immortal jade." 

"So many immortal jade, basically can support me and Emperor Luoyou Wu in the battle, but it is still 

not very safe..." 

Su Lang thought, with a faint smile on the corner of his mouth. 

The energy that urges the Three Kills Prison Emperor Array is actually very easy to solve. 

Just dispatch the flying flying flying flying flying treasure to grab countless treasures in an instant, which 

naturally includes a lot of fairy jade. 

Save all the celestial jade into the system, and watch them exchange for more than 10,000 Xianyuan. 

Su Lang took out the quasi-emperor soldier named Molian Taiyizhu. 

The beads are translucent and illusory, with looming lines on the outside, which looks like a bead-

shaped lotus flower. 

It seems that this quasi-imperial soldier is indeed extraordinary. 

But Su Lang knew at a glance that this was just a crippled quasi-imperial soldier, and its spirit was almost 

wiped out! 

"It should have been fatally injured in a certain war." 

"Also, the one who manipulated the black shadow before is probably the weapon spirit of this quasi-

emperor weapon." 

Su Lang muttered to himself, "After the black shadow was obliterated by me, the Qi Ling suffered 

another blow and almost completely disappeared." 
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After playing with Molian Taiyizhu for a while, Su Lang disassembled it and obtained forty-nine high-

level martial arts souls and some rare materials. 

"Tsk tut!" 

"Forty-nine Senior Martial Immortal Souls are used to refine this quasi-emperor soldier, the skill of the 

refiner is too weak." 

Su Lang couldn't help but shook his head contemptuously. 

He refines the five-element quasi-imperial soldiers such as the sky and the sea, the sky and the flame, 

and only consumes three primary Wuxian souls when each evolves. 

The five quasi-imperial soldiers only consumed fifteen parts of the elementary Wuxian Soul. 

This Molian Taiyi Pearl is not stronger than the sea of the sky, but it uses forty-nine high-level martial 

arts souls, which is really a waste. 

It can be said that this is not an exaggeration. 

"I don't know how many Wuxian souls can be obtained after decomposing the Slaughter Sky Sword 

Sheath." 

"The Slaughter Sky Sword Sheath is not an ordinary quasi-emperor soldier, and the harvest after 

decomposition must far exceed Molian Taiyizhu." 

Having tasted the sweetness of dissolving the quasi-imperial soldiers, Su Lang couldn't help but think so. 

Simultaneously. 

In the storage space, the Spirit Gourd Baby in Slaughter's Sheath suddenly felt an inexplicable coolness, 

and couldn't help shaking. 

of course. 

Su Lang just thought about it. 

The Slaughter Sky Sword Sheath is quite useful, and the tool spirit is very familiar, so keep it. 

After decomposing Molian Taiyizhu. 

Su Lang checked the black robe Zhundi's exercises again. 

It's a pity that there are only three immortal level exercises, all of which are dark rule attributes, and Su 

Lang temporarily put aside. 

Immediately, he flicked with one hand, and two heads appeared in front of him, one from Luoqu Wuxian 

and the other from Heipao Zhundi. 

The poor black robe Zhundi, from appearing to death, failed to say his name. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang found Chu Xiaobei. 



"Huh? Whose head is this!?" 

Chu Xiaobei looked at the head of the deadly black-robed quasi-emperor, and asked strangely. 

"The head of a quasi emperor of Emperor Luoyou." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, "He came to offend Xuanyu Fairy City and was killed by me." 

"what!?" 

"Emperor Zhun came to the door!" 

"I... I didn't know at all, and you killed him silently!?" 

Chu Xiaobei said with a startled look, and his eyes lighted slightly towards Su Lang. 

"You don't know it is normal." 

"No one in Xuanyu Fairy City knows." 

Su Lang's smile remained unchanged, "Because I set up an emperor-level formation in Xuanyu Fairy City 

to cover up all the sounds." 

"That's it!" 

Chu Xiaobei said with some excitement, "You actually set up an emperor-level formation in such a short 

period of time without making a sound, and also beheaded the emperor. It's really amazing." 

Chapter 926: Zhentian Fuhai Emperor Formation 

"Haha, what is this!" 

"Next, I'm going to cut off Emperor You Wu's head." 

"And these two heads are gifts for Emperor Luo Youwu, I hope he likes them." 

Su Lang chuckled, then put the two heads in a box. 

"Are you going to leave now?" 

The excitement on Chu Xiaobei's face gradually became solemn, "Be careful." 

"rest assured!" 

Su Lang smiled and patted Chu Xiaobei on the head, and disappeared from where he was in the next 

moment. 

at the same time. 

In the north-central part of the Canglan Continent, there is an endless black lake, just like a black ocean! 

From the perspective of the Blue Stars, it is a black sea, a super black sea 10,000 times larger than the 

Pacific Ocean. 
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The black sea water is as pitch black as ink, and under the gust of wind, a lot of huge waves rise on the 

sea, like a black mountain range! 

The real name of this Black Sea is called Luoyou Lake! 

It is where the core of Luoyou Emperor Clan is located! 

In the center of Luoyou Lake, there is a huge city with no edge in sight. 

This is a huge city floating on the sea, also painted black, with tall, square and solemn internal buildings, 

like black temples. 

This huge city is Luoyou Emperor City. 

Unlike the rest of Luoyou Lake, the water surface where Luoyou Emperor City was located was calm, 

almost like a mirror, and like a smooth, endless black boulder. 

Luoyou Lake was pitch black, and the sky of Luoyou Emperor City was pitch black. The black clouds 

rolled like black rocks that would collapse at any time. 

This unique color of the sea and the sky would be extremely shocking to anyone who saw it. 

However, the warriors in Luoyou Emperor City were obviously used to it, not surprising. 

These warriors are also wearing black solemn clothes, it seems that the whole person has been 

integrated into the city and has become a part of this city. 

Most of the warriors in the city are Luoyou Emperor clan warriors, and the warriors of other races are 

basically invisible. 

Even if they did, they all went to the countryside to do as they were, learning to dress up as the warriors 

of the Luoyou emperor clan. 

Obviously this is a city completely opposite to the Baiyue Emperor City. It refuses visits from outsiders! 

But some people cannot refuse it. 

A ray of light flew from a distance and stayed on a sea surface, revealing Su Lang's figure. 

The reason to stop here. 

It is because the sea under the feet presents a strange scene. 

I saw that it was as if a straight line cut the sea surface, one side was calm as a mirror, and the other was 

choppy, like a tsunami. 

"The defensive formation?" 

"Zhentian Fuhai Emperor Formation?" 

"It's also a good three-ranked emperor rank formation, now it belongs to me." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, revealing an enchanting smile, and immediately stretched out 

his right hand to tap. 



I saw that the empty void in front of me suddenly burst into waves, outlined the formation barrier, and 

passed it towards the distance. 

In such an instant, this Zhentian Fuhai Emperor Formation fell into Su Lang's hands. 

at the same time. 

In Luoyou Emperor City. 

Thousands of Array Masters who were maintaining the operation of the array suddenly changed their 

expressions! 

"Zhentian Fuhai Emperor's control has been transferred!" 

"What's the matter, we didn't do anything at all!" 

"It's over, the Zhentian Fuhai Emperor Formation has been stolen from the control, and we are dead!" 

"Who stole the control of the imperial formation, who is it, come forward and confess guilt!" 

"It is impossible for any of us to be able to steal the control of the imperial formation in an instant! It is 

not our people! It is an outsider!" 

"Could it be the Shangfeizi Formation Master who helped us arrange the formation before? It's 

impossible. He has no grievances against us, how could he do such a thing?" 

"Stop arguing, don’t quarrel with you, Zhentian Fuhai Emperor Formation has disappeared, completely 

disappeared!!" 

"..." 

When the mages of the array were talking in panic, even more terrible news came, and the Zhentian 

Fuhai Emperor array disappeared out of thin air! 

The noisy scene suddenly became extremely quiet. 

The next moment, it was like pouring cold water into a hot oil pan, and it suddenly boiled. 

Chapter 927: Learning makes me happy 

"The formation has disappeared!?" 

"How is it possible, this is impossible!" 

"Could it be the formation talisman? It was the formation talisman that destroyed the formation!?" 

"No, absolutely not, the breaking talisman is to destroy the formation, not to let the formation 

disappear out of thin air!" 

"Stealing the control of the formation is unbelievable, and let the formation disappear out of thin air? 

This is impossible, even the Emperor Wu who is proficient in the formation can't do it, even the Emperor 

Wu of the Qingyou Emperor realm can't do it! " 

"But the fact is right in front of you, the formation has disappeared!" 
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"..." 

A group of Array Mage looked at each other in disbelief, and everyone was about to stare out their eyes. 

They are all martial sages and martial immortals who are proficient in formation, otherwise they would 

not be arranged by Emperor Luo Youwu to control the Zhentian Fuhai Emperor Formation. 

But now, in what they are best at, something incredible and completely incomprehensible has 

happened. 

All this is like an ordinary person seeing a ghost, totally unexplainable! 

And at this moment. 

Another array mage exclaimed: "Our detection array found a warrior is approaching Luoyou Emperor 

City! 

Judging from the speed of his flight, it should be a Five Tribulations Wuxian! " 

"what!?" 

"Five Tribulations Wuxian!?" 

"Could it be the ghost of this Five Tribulations Martial Immortal?" 

"Impossible, absolutely not, it should be an unknowing martial artist who happened to encounter the 

strange thing that the formation disappeared and broke in." 

"Yes, although the formation has disappeared, the spirit jade of Luoyou Emperor City is still not to be 

offended, open the counterattack formation and kill him!" 

"..." 

A group of mages screamed like a ghost again, and then they were ready to activate an offensive 

formation to kill Su Lang. 

On the sea in the distance. 

While flying, Su Lang played with the Emperor Grade materials in his hands. 

After taking control of the Zhentian Fuhai Emperor Formation, he directly decomposed it. 

Unexpectedly, in addition to a large amount of emperor-level materials, he actually obtained more than 

a dozen Wuxian souls. 

"There was such a big sales harvest before it even started. It's not bad." 

Su Lang received the Emperor Grade materials happily, and a faint smile appeared at the corner of his 

mouth. 

at this time. 

Su Lang found that there was a wave of formation in front of him, and immediately countless black 

arrows shot over the sky. 



"Eight Tribulations Immortal Formation?" 

"Why do you always use formations to deal with me? This is not a meat bun...Bah, baah, what do you 

say about me." 

Su Lang awkwardly disturbed the back of his head, then stretched out his hand and waved, and 

immediately controlled the attacking fairy formation, breaking it down by the way. 

At this time, a large amount of fairy-level materials were obtained, and there were still many spirits of 

Wusheng. 

In Luoyou Emperor City. 

The gang of mages were completely confused! 

"Die...Die, disappear again!" 

"Our offensive formation has just disappeared!" 

"This Five Tribulations Martial Immortal is the culprit who made Zhentian Fuhai Emperor Array 

disappear out of thin air!" 

"Oh my god, how could he have such an unreasonable ability to directly change the formation! How 

sacred is he!" 

"What method did he use? What is the principle that we don't know?" 

"Hurry up and report it to the upper echelons. We can no longer decide on this situation. Go now!" 

"Let's open up the rest of the formation. His use of this weird ability must be accompanied by extremely 

strong consumption, maybe there is a limit on the number of times!" 

"..." 

As the formation masters were talking about it, they opened up all the formations while reporting to the 

upper level. 

In addition to the outermost Zhentian Fuhai Emperor Formation in Luoyou Emperor City, there are also 

three emperor rank formations and a large number of immortal rank formations. 

Two of the three imperial formations are defensive and one is auxiliary. 

At this time, all the formations were opened, and bright masks were immediately propped up in the 

black world. 

"Ooooo." 

"There are so many formations!" 

"Even if I haven't seen it before, I learned it!" 

"Learning makes me happy, learning makes me happy!" 

Su Lang looked at the ridged formation mask with an excited smile on his face. 



Immediately after. 

He speeded up and flew forward, all the formations he came into contact with along the way were 

broken down. 

The barriers that were difficult to destroy by Emperor Wu were simply treasures at hand in front of Su 

Lang. 

Chapter 928: Don't come to ask if it works 

This time. 

All the Array Masters in Luoyou Emperor City were completely stunned. 

"That Five Tribulations Martial Immortal has that kind of weird ability!" 

"Who is he? Is it a stranger from outside the Canglan Continent?" 

"It's terrifying, even the emperor-level formation will disappear directly in front of him, absolutely can't 

go beyond the forbidden ground of a thunder pond, it is like an open hall in front of him!" 

"Here is someone, here is someone, Master Luo Qi is here!" 

"..." 

In the horror of everyone, a quasi-emperor brought a large number of martial arts to the place where 

the array mages were. 

This quasi emperor is Luo Qi! 

His face is very ugly. 

Because he just participated in a senior meeting of the clan. 

At the meeting, Emperor Luo Qi learned that his brother Luo Ji Zhun had fallen! 

Fallen in that small place of Xuanyu Fairy Clan! 

Emperor Luoyou Wu also became angry because of this, and said murderously that he must razed the 

Xuanyu Immortal Clan to death. 

Simultaneously. 

Emperor Luo Youwu also inquired about the great emperors and investigated the man behind the 

Xuanyuxian clan. 

As a result, he expected all the suspected quasi emperors to be ruled out! 

Emperor Zhun ruled it out. The target's identity was probably Emperor Wu, but Emperor Wu You 

couldn't figure out who was going to oppose him. 

Just then. 

Luoyou Emperor City’s defensive formation had an unbelievable problem. Emperor Luoyouwu became 

even more angry and ordered Emperor Zhun Qilu to come and check. 
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At this moment. 

Emperor Luo Qi was walking in the crowd. 

On both sides are the formation mages kneeling on the ground, one by one, trembling and cautious, not 

dare to let out the atmosphere, dare not to let go. 

"Luozhen, did you understand the disappearance of the formation?" 

Emperor Luo Qi's gaze fell on a Wuxian who was the immortal-level array mage who presided over all 

the formations. 

"No...no!" 

Wuxian Luozheng shook his head with a bitter expression, "I don't understand at all, what method was 

used by the Five Tribulations Wuxian!" 

"What a waste!" 

"You group of formation mages tout how good the formation is every day, and the result?" 

"Forget it, I will personally know that little thing and see what is going on." 

Emperor Luo Qi shook his head and sighed, then his eyes appeared fiercely, "Where is that little thing 

now?" 

"Master Luo Qi!" 

Wuxian Luozhen said cautiously, "The Five Tribulations Wuxian marched all the way, and is now 

approaching the imperial city. We only have the last emperor-level formation. 

This formation is the Sun Moon Immortal Spirit Emperor Formation, which is related to the 

concentration of spiritual energy in Luoyou Emperor City..." 

The implication is that this sun and moon fairy spirit formation is the foundation of the imperial city. You 

must stop that person from Emperor Luo Qi Zhun. 

"So fast?" 

"Those formations can't even stop him for a few breaths?" 

Emperor Luo Qi frowned, and immediately took a step forward, carrying the tyrannical wind, rushing out 

of Luoyou Emperor City! 

Just now. 

Su Lang was looking at the last emperor rank formation with joy. 

This emperor-level formation called the Sun Moon Immortal Spirit was actually similar to the Shentian 

Spirit Formation he had studied. 

The Sun and Moon Fairy Spirit Array has the dual functions of absorbing the aura of the earth and 

absorbing the essence of the sun and the moon. 



It can support the entire Luoyou Emperor City, which shows that its spirit gathering function is really 

powerful! 

"My Shentian Spirit Formation is just a fairy-level formation." 

"If the advantages of this Sun Moon Fairy Spirit Emperor Formation are combined, it will definitely 

become an Emperor Rank Formation!" 

"In this way, my plan to improve the barren land in the south can be better implemented!" 

Su Lang smiled, secretly saying that this trip really made a lot of money. 

And at this moment. 

A figure flew in front of him, but before the sound arrived, he arrived first, showing how fast his speed 

was. 

"who are you!?" 

Emperor Luo Qi came to Su Lang, his face was as ugly as he had eaten shit. 

"I!?" 

"You are not qualified to know my name." 

Su Lang looked at Emperor Luo Qi Zhun and curled his lips, "This sentence has almost become my 

mantra, I am a little self-aware, don't ask if it works." 

It is easy to see through the attribute panel that this guy is more **** than the dead black robe quasi 

emperor. 

"what!??" 

"I am not qualified to know your name!?". 

"Arrogant, arrogant! Bold, bold!" 

Zhun Emperor Luo Qi stared his eyes, his face was angry, and his orifices were full of smoke. 

He was really irritated by Su Lang's arrogance, and his whole body exploded with a terrifying aura, and 

he pressed down against Su Lang. 

however. 

Su Lang stretched out his right hand and swiped his fingertips lightly. 

An array barrier emerged, immediately blocking the aura of Emperor Luo Qi Zhun from the outside. 

"Wh...what!?" 

Although Emperor Zhun Luo Qi didn't like formations, he still had some common sense about 

formations. 

Chapter 929: This is another trick 
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The formation in front of him can stop his aura, absolutely extraordinary. 

But with such a high-level formation, the young man on the opposite side can not only arrange it, but 

also arrange it with a stroke of his finger. 

This is incredible, unimaginable! 

"who are you!?" 

"What is the purpose of coming to Luoyou Emperor Clan!?" 

"My clan's defensive formation, what exactly did you use to make it disappear!?" 

The aura of his own failed to overwhelm a small Five Tribulations Martial Immortal, and Zhun Emperor 

Luo Qi's expression became even more ugly. 

"All said, you are not qualified to know my name." 

"My method of making the formation disappear is not something a waste like you can understand." 

"However, the purpose of the Emperor Luoyou Clan is to tell you that I am here to kill you!" 

"You Luoyou Emperor Clan offended me, and the only end is genocide!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, revealing an enchanting smile with a trace of murderous aura! 

"You! You actually said I was a trash!?" 

"You dare to say, come and kill us!?" 

Emperor Luo Qi opened his mouth in disbelief. 

He couldn't believe that the little Five Tribulations Martial Immortal in front of him was so arrogant that 

he wanted to exterminate an emperor! 

This is like an ant saying that he wants to eat a mountain range! 

At the same time, Emperor Luo Qi was extremely angry. 

The majesty of the Emperor Luoyou clan has not been offended for thousands of years? 

Those who dared to disobey the Luoyou Emperor Clan in the past are all dead, and even annihilated the 

clan. 

Not only did this person offend the majesty of Emperor Luoyou, he even dared to say that he would 

destroy Emperor Luoyou. 

Such an arrogant person must be punished with the most terrifying punishment, so that his life will 

never be better than death until his life is exhausted! 

"Give you a chance to abolish yourself." 

"Then follow me to meet Lord Wu and confess your sins!" 

Emperor Luo Qi stared at Su Lang closely, his eyes seemed to burst into flames. 



In his opinion, although the Martial Immortal in front of him was weird, in front of absolute power, any 

sideways were useless. 

If it weren't for this Wuxian to be a bit weird, it might be useful to stay alive, and Emperor Luo Qi Zhun 

had already started. 

"Hey, another person who doesn't believe me." 

Su Lang curled his lips, then smiled, "Since you don't believe it, let you see in advance the gift I prepared 

for Emperor Luo Youwu." 

Talking. 

Su Lang waved his hand gently. 

A box appeared in front of him. 

Immediately afterwards, the box opened automatically, exposing the two heads inside. 

These two heads are full of hair and beards, and they do not stare at them, and there is still a strong 

coercion around them. 

"Luo...Brother Luoji!" 

"And my nephew Luoqu!" 

"It turned out to be you who killed my brother and nephew!" 

Emperor Luo Qi looked at the two heads in the box, suddenly thunderous, his eyes cracking. 

The monstrous hatred erupted from him, as if a terrifying active volcano began to shake and tremble! 

"Not bad." 

"it is me." 

"As the saying goes, the family must be neat and tidy." 

Su Lang sneered, "Next, I will kill you, so that your brother and nephew will not be alone on Huangquan 

Road, and of course you will not be alone!" 

"hateful!" 

"Die to me!!" 

Emperor Luo Qi could no longer control his anger. 

He didn't bother to think about why Su Lang could kill Luoji and Luoqu, and why he could make the 

formation disappear and appear out of thin air. 

The monstrous hatred, anger and pain left him with only one word-revenge! 

"Heaven and earth are in the palm of your hand!" 



Following Emperor Zhun Qi's loud shout, the black ferocious palm that had been covering the sky 

condensed and slapped Su Lang fiercely. 

"It's this trick again." 

"Do you people from Luoyou Emperor Clan like to fart so much?" 

Su Lang curled his mouth in disdain, squeezed his left hand, and a scabbard emerged, and immediately 

with a flick of his right hand, a small white illusory sword rose into the sky. 

This small sword was only three inches long at first, but after it was launched, its body suddenly soared, 

instantly turning into a terrifying sword energy that penetrates the world. 

Zhun Emperor Luo Qi's black giant palm was like a hydrogen balloon pierced by a long needle, and it 

exploded in an instant. 

The aftermath of the endless battle spread towards the surroundings, like a world-destroying storm 

raging across the world. 

In Luoyou Emperor City, a large number of Wuxians who guarded the city flew out, each showing their 

magical powers, and they dispelled the boss's energy. 

Chapter 930: Emperor Luoyou 

The breathless warriors of the Luoyou Emperor clan were shocked. 

The Wuxian of the Five Tribulations in the detection formation can actually fight his own quasi-emperor! 

? 

At the same time, Emperor Luo Qi's eyes widened. 

"Quasi Emperor Grade Sword Qi!!" 

"No, it's stronger than the general quasi-emperor rank, what kind of quasi-emperor soldier is this!?" 

Emperor Zhun Luo Qi’s confident move was dispelled by his hands like a fart, and he was shocked. 

Immediately afterwards, something bad rose in his heart. 

"He can kill my brother." 

"I...I am not his opponent!" 

Although he did not want to admit it, Emperor Zhun Qilu had to admit it and reacted accordingly. 

He didn't say a word, and immediately turned and flew into the city. 

At this time, he was only a mere 100,000 miles away from Luoyou Emperor City, and he could fly over in 

the blink of an eye. 

"As long as I enter the city, I will be safe!" 

"Although that Wuxian is weird and has quasi-emperor soldiers, I can't stop me if I want to run away 

from him!" 
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"Wait for Emperor Luo Youwu to take action, even if it is weird, there will be no place to be buried!" 

With this in mind, Emperor Zhun Luo Qi seemed to have seen himself in a safe area and witnessed the 

scene where Emperor Wu took action to eliminate Su Lang. 

however. 

His thoughts just emerged, and before he could fall down, he slammed into the formation barrier! 

"Do not!" 

"How come there is a formation!?" 

"Moreover, it's an emperor rank formation, how can it be possible!?" 

"Lord Luoyou Wu, save me!" 

Emperor Luo Qi exclaimed in disbelief, his voice full of horror. 

It seems that he heard the distress call of Emperor Luo Qi Zhun. 

A black mist like a dragon rushed out of Luoyou Emperor City and brought a roar that shocked the world 

——"Stop it!" 

That voice with endless majesty, almost any creature will kneel to the ground involuntarily when hearing 

it, and worship it reverently. 

But for Su Lang, there is no use at all. 

"Emperor Luoyou Wu, I want to give you more gifts again." 

Su Lang smiled, the sword moved with his heart, a sword aura that was infinitely close to Emperor Wu's 

level instantly broke through the defense of Emperor Luo Qi Zhun, and cut off his head. 

"Ding! You get..." 

The system prompt sounded, and the corpse of Emperor Zhun Qi Luo fell into the sea like a kite with a 

broken wire. 

"How dare you kill my quasi emperor of the Luoyou Emperor clan!?" 

The voice with endless majesty came again, and the sea that shook hundreds of thousands of miles was 

rough like a tsunami. 

Immediately after. 

A middle-aged man wearing a solemn black robe, a high crown and a pair of ruthless eyes appeared in 

Su Lang's vision. 

He stood high, overlooking the secluded sea, like a **** looking down on a mortal. 

Su Lang looked like a little ant in his eyes. 

This is Emperor Luoyou Wu! 



With a single effort, Luo You Clan has been pushed to the peak, traversed Luo You Hai for six million 

years, and held countless emperors who lived and died! 

Of course, in the eyes of Su Lang, this is nothing remarkable. 

Although Luo You was strong, he was still a powerhouse at the same level as Emperor Wulian. 

However, adhering to the principle of knowing oneself and the enemy and never ending a hundred 

battles, Su Lang still checked the attribute panel of Emperor Luoyou Wu. 

【Name】：纣you 

[Race]: Luoyou Emperor Clan 

[Qualification Level]: Unparalleled 

[Realm level]: Three-turn Wudi 

[Attack level]: Three-turn Wudi+ 

[Defensive level]: Three-turn Wudi+ 

[Shenfa Level]: Three-turn Wudi+ 

[Endurance Level]: Three-turn Wudi+ 

[Spirit Level]: Realm of Kongni 

[Mastering Techniques]: Luoyou Heart Sutra, Shenyou Dilu (Emperor Level, Xiaocheng), Dark Days and 

Long Night Fairy Sutra (Xian-level, founding), Wuming Xian Jing (Xian-level, founding), Immortal Jue of 

Dead Soul (Xian-level, Consummation), Heaven and Earth Comes to Chaos Immortal Code (Xian-level, 

Consummation), Huafang is the world fairy map (Xian-level, Perfection) 

Looking at Emperor Luoyou Wu's attribute panel, Su Lang was a little surprised. 

"This guy actually has a founding-level proficiency technique!" 

"Could it be that he created the Dark Days and Long Night Fairy Sutra and the Wuming Fairy Sutra by 

himself!?" 

"If it is true, then Emperor Luo Youwu is really a generation of talents!" 

 


